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J. Dieudonn [1] has inves,igat,ed a class of spaces which he calls paracompact.
The paraeompa.et spaces include the eompa,et spaces a,nd also include the metric
separable spaces. In this paper we show that each paraeompacl metric space can
be topologically imbedded in a generalized (not necessarily separable) Hilbert
space (also called an abstract, Euclidean space or a unit,ary Banaeh space),
and that each subset, of a generalized Hilbert, space is paraenpa.et,. Of course,
the spaces which can be topologically imbedded in separable Hilbert space
a.re the separable metrizable spa,ces. Thus, for metric spaces, paracompaetness
nay be regarded as an immediate generalization of separalfility.
A covering of a space R by open sets (hereafter all coverings will be under-

stood to be coverings by open sets) is called locally finite if every point x of R
has a neighborhood meeting only a finite munber of the open sets of the covering.
(We follow the terminology of Dieudonn [1]. Lefsehetz [2; 13] calls locally
finite coverings "neighborhood-finite" and uses "locally finite" for a more
restricted class of coverings.) A <overing of a space R is called a refinement
of a covering H of R if every set V of is contained in some set U of . A space
R is called paraeompaet if every covering of R has a locally finite refinement.
A generalized real Hilbert space H (see the discussion of complex Hilbert

spaces [4]) can be defined in terms of coordinates as follows. Let {a} be a
set of arbitrary potency, lxt a set x {z: of real numbers x: one for each
a of fl, be a point of H(= H()) whenever x is finite. Thus, for each point
x, at most a countable number of the coordinates x: are different from zero.
The distance p(x, y) between two poin,s x and y of H is defined to be
( (x: ’g:):). This dist.ance function is defined for all pairs of point.s, and,
with this distance, H is a metric space. In particular, if is eountably infinite,
H is a separa,ble tlilbert space, and, if is finite, H is a Cartesian space.

L:MMA 1. Every paracompact metric space is homeomorphic to a s+tbset of a
generalized Hilber[ ,space.

Pro@ Let R be a paraeompaet metric space. For each positive integer r,
let be the covering of R by all spherical neighborhoods of radius (2r) -.
Let, , {U,: be a locally finit,e refinement, of r ]et be the totality of
sets U: for all integers r. Let, H be the Hilbert space H(). A point of H is
a set x {xr of real numbers x one corresponding to each l/r such that
x is finite.

A t,ransforma,ion of R ingo H is defined as follows. If p e R, le (p) be
t.he distance from p to the eomplemen of U.
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